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Ryder Daniels is all too familiar with rejection. His parents cut off contact because heâ€™s gay and

his boyfriend left him, choosing drugs over love. Aside from his rescued pit bull, his only joy is

hanging out with his younger brother. Then his mother does the unthinkable and forbids them to see

each other, leaving Ryder devastated and alone. His friends urge him to date, but Ryder would

rather throw himself into working at the dog rescue and figuring out a way to see his brother

again.When Jason Malloryâ€™s girlfriend gives him an ultimatum to get married, he shocks

everyone by breaking up with her instead. He believes he's too busy for a relationship now that the

construction company he started with his brother is taking off. When he discovers a group of

abandoned pit bulls and calls the local dog rescue group to pick them up, an uncomfortable

encounter with Ryder causes Jason to question feelings heâ€™s hidden deep inside for years.Jason

and Ryder build a friendship, until an unexpected kiss sparks the attraction theyâ€™ve been fighting.

Jason gives Ryder unconditional love and helps him reconnect with his brother while Ryder shows

Jason the passion heâ€™s always missed in relationships. Together they must battle through their

family differences and ugly prejudices. Only then can they prove that once you find the right person

to love, thereâ€™s no turning back.This is a re-release of the original edition published in 2014. It

has brand new content as well as the entire book being revised.
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Author Felice Stevens, you have ARRIVED!!!! *Rescued*, an emotional driven, brilliantly written

book, debuts Ms. Stevens into the wonderful world of M/M genre. With its beautiful prose,

descriptive storytelling, and vividly well developed three dimensional characters, this book was

impossible to put down. I finished reading it in one seating.In *Rescued*, Ms. Stevens crafted a

beautiful lovestory between Ryder Daniels and Jason Mallory. The chemistry between them was off

the chart. From the first moment they met it was evident that *sparks* flew. Ryder, a lawyer who

was abandoned by his family for being homosexual, now runs a non-profit, that rescues abused pit

bulls. Ryder met Jason, a recently dumped heterosexual man at the construction site he owns,

when he and Emily who is married to his best friend Connor, were called to rescue abused dogs

that were abandoned at the site.I loved that the author did not rush the romance between Ry and

Jase, but allowed it to develop organically. The camaraderie amongst the MCs and the secondary

characters was beautifully written. It was painfully heartbreaking for me when Liam, Jase's brother

and partner in their business, rejected him for loving Ry. I cried throughout the entire scene.The

journey towards Ry and Jase's HEA was bumpy but it made for an awesome read. The love the

MCs shared was one of strength and profound commitment towards each other. It held true that

*real love* conquers all. Ms Stevens penned an emotional and thought-provoking lovestory that

grabbed at my heartstrings and refused to let go. I enjoyed this book immensely.The epilogue was

EPIC. It tied up all the loose ends and had me crying tears of JOY.
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